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The weather forecasting problem

● Three ingredients for a skillful weather prediction:
– Good numerical model
– Good quality observations (to produce accurate initial state)
– Sufficient computer power

● All that has improved considerably over the last few decades
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The weather forecasting problem
● Forecast improvements
– e.g. a 7 day fc for NH is now as good as a 5 day fc in 1985

 Forecast still can go wrong:
- Initial uncertainties (e.g. poor coverage / observation error, errors
in the assimilation)
- Model uncertainties: model describes the true atmosphere only in
an approximate way
- Atmosphere is a chaotic system
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A probabilistic approach
● It is desirable to get a reliability
measure along with the forecast
● Ensemble prediction predicts the
probability density function of the
atmospheric state based on a
finite number of perturbed
forecasts (ensemble of forecasts)
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Benefits of probabilistic forecasts
● Assess predictability of the atmospheric flow
– Small spread should indicate high predictability (i.e. small error)
● Estimate of the probability distribution function gives not only most likely
outcome, but also probability of occurrence of extreme events
● More consistent than single forecasts
– Successive ensemble forecasts verifying at the same time change less than
single forecasts
● More valuable than single forecasts
– Can be measured comparing the economic value of single and ensemble
forecasts
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ECMWF’s forecasting system
● IFS – Integrated Forecasting System
– Basis for all data assimilation and forecasting activities at ECMWF
– One software system (mainly written in FORTRAN) for all applications
● Main components
– Data assimilation
● Deterministic 4D-Var
● Ensembles of data assimilations (EDA)
– Atmospheric model
– Wave model
– (Ocean model)
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Atmospheric model
Spectral model, semi-Lagrangian, semi-implicit formulation
Grid point calculations on reduced linear Gaussian grid
Vertical hybrid coordinates
Prognostic variables: wind/vorticity+divergence, temperature, humidity,
log(surface pressure), cloud fraction and water/ice content, ozone, …
● Sophisticated parametrizations to represent mean effect of unresolved
processes like
– Radiation
– Convection
– Diffusion
– Gravity waves
– Precipitation
– Clouds
– …

●
●
●
●
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Applications
● Deterministic forecast
– TL1279L91 (1279 waves around a great circle on the globe, grid length
~16km, 91 levels in the vertical), time step=10 min
– 10 day forecast, twice a day (00 and 12 UTC)
● Ensemble prediction system
– 51 forecasts (50 perturbed + 1 unperturbed control) with variable resolution
● Day 0 to 10: TL639L62 (~31km), time step=20 min
● Day 10 to 15: TL319L62 (~65km), time step=45 min
– 15 day forecast, twice a day (00 and 12 UTC)
– Initial uncertainty represented by a combination of:
● Perturbations from the EDA
● Singular vectors optimized for total energy growth over 48h interval
– Model uncertainties represented by:
● Stochastic perturbations of parametrized processes
● (Stochastic backscatter)
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Applications continued
● Monthly forecast
– Once a week the 00 UTC EPS forecast is extended up to 32 days
– Day 10 to 32 forecast with coupled atmosphere-ocean model
● Seasonal forecast system
– TL159L62 (~126km), time step=60 min
– Coupled atmosphere-ocean model
– Initial perturbations:
● Atmosphere: singular vectors
● SST perturbations
– Model uncertainties
● Stochastic perturbations of parametrized processes
– 41 member ensemble up to 7 months (once a month)
– 11 member ensemble up to 13 months (once per quarter)
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Stochastic parametrization in use at ECMWF
Motivation – Why stochastic physics?
● Forecast error = initial error + model error
● With initial error representation only, most EPS are under-dispersive
– RMS error grows faster than spread
– EPS forecast is over-confident
● Sources of model error
● Parametrization choices
● Gridpoint vs. spectral formulation
● Statistical fluctuations in sub-gridscale transport processes
● Unrepresented statistical physical processes (e.g. turbulent backscatter)

For more details see, e.g. Palmer (2001)
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Stochastic parametrization schemes at ECMWF
● Idealized model equations

∂X
= DX + PX + K X + δPX
∂t
Resolved scales
= “dynamics”

Local tendency

Horizontal
diffusion

Unresolved scales
= “physics”

Stochastic
perturbations

(cloud microphysics, …)

X = prognostic variable (e.g. u, v, T, q, …)
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How it all began…
SPPT - Stochastically Perturbed Parametrization Tendencies
● First stochastic scheme implemented into the EPS in 1998 (Buizza et al, 1999)
– Parameterized tendencies of u, v, T and q are perturbed
– Perturbations are proportional to the unperturbed tendencies:

δPX = rX PX
– rX uniform distributed random numbers between -0.5 and +0.5
– Same random numbers rX are used in 10° by 10° lat/long boxes for 6
consecutive time steps (2-6h depending on resolution) to impose spatial and
temporal correlation
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More sophisticated pattern
● The triangular spherical harmonic expansion of grid point field is given by:
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More sophisticated pattern
● In the pattern generator the spectral coefficients are evolved in time with a
first order auto-regressive process:

● The variance of the spectral coefficients is:
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Settings in revised SPPT
● Spectral pattern
● Temporal correlation wave number independent
● Spatial correlation

(Weaver and Courtier, 2001)

● Scaling to provide intended variance
in grid point space:
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SPPT – random number pattern
original
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Revised (L=500km)

SPPT – The revised scheme
 Revised scheme implemented in 09/2009
- same random numbers r used for all variables (X=u, v, T, q):

δPX = µ r PX
- r normal distributed random numbers
(std-dev=0.5, limited to +/- 3 std-dev)
- r spectral pattern based on AR(1) process with correlation length
of 500 km and decorrelation time of 6h (instead of 10°by 10°boxes
and constant random numbers for 6 time steps)

- reduced/no perturbations in lowest 300m and above 50 hPa (0 ≤ µ ≤ 1)
- Scheme implementation allows for combination of multiple
patterns with different spatial/temporal correlation
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SPPT – The next step
● A revised (vertically consistent) treatment of supersaturation and
● a tighter clipping of the Gaussian distribution (2 stdev instead of 3stdev for
reasons of numerical stability) will be introduced in SPPT.
● A Multi-scale pattern generator has been developed to account for
parameterization errors on multiple spatial and temporal scales. Currently, a
three-scale version is being tested in medium-range, monthly and seasonal
ensembles.
● Implementation planed for autumn
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Multi-scale SPPT
500 km
6h
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1000 km
3d

2000 km
30 d

SPBS - Spectral stochastic backscatter
● Rationale: A fraction of the dissipated energy is backscattered upscale and acts
as streamfunction forcing for the resolved-scale flow
(Shutts and Palmer 2004, Shutts 2005, Berner et al 2009)

● Streamfunction forcing is given by:

Streamfunction
forcing
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Backscatter
ratio

Total
dissipation
rate

Pattern
generator

SPBS – spectral pattern
● Spectral pattern
● Decorrelation time at the moment
wave number independent (=7hr)

● Spatial correlation
● Vertical correlations are introduced by random phase shifts of the complex
random numbers

● Scaling to normalize energy input implied by the pattern:
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SPBS – Dissipation rate
● Considered total dissipation rate is the sum of
– “Numerical” dissipation
● Loss of KE by numerical diffusion + interpolation in semi-Lagrangian
advection
– Dissipation from gravity wave/orographic drag parametrization
– Deep convective KE production (estimated from mass detrainment and
mean convective updraught speed)

● Boundary layer dissipation is omitted on the assumption that turbulent eddies
of scale < 1 km will not project sufficiently on quasi-balanced, meso->synoptic
scale motions
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SPBS pattern
Streamfunction forcing
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Vorticity forcing

Application
● Components of the ECMWF forecasting system using model error
representation by stochastic parametrization:
– EPS-System (medium range + monthly)
● Single scale SPPT -> 3-scale SPPT+SPBS (autumn)
– Ensemble data assimilation
● Single scale SPPT -> 3-scale SPPT+SPBS (next year)
– Seasonal forecasting system
● original SPPT -> 3-scale SPPT+SPBS (winter/spring)
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Impact on medium range forecasts
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Impact on medium range forecasts
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Resolution dependence

T159 nopert
T159 SPPT1
T159 SPPT1
+ SPBS
T399 nopert
T399 SPPT1
T399 SPPT1
+ SPBS
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Resolution dependence

T159 nopert
T159 SPPT1
T159 SPPT1
+ SPBS
T399 nopert
T399 SPPT1
T399 SPPT1
+ SPBS
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Model dependence
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Impact on seasonal timescales

SPPT3
large
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SPPT3
small

control

Impact on seasonal timescales
● In addition to enhanced variability stochastic parametrization also impacts on
systematic errors
– e.g. tropical precipitation

CTRL - OBS

FCstoch - CTRL
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Validation of stochastic schemes by coarse graining
● Using high resolution model data for stochastic parametrization calibration:
– CRM data:
● Calculate spatial average of state variables and compute tendencies
implied by them
● Compare these tendencies to spatial averages of the high resolution
tendencies
– High resolution FC data:
● Coarse grain tendencies from high resolution FC (e.g. T1279)
● Compare these to low resolution FC tendencies (e.g. T159)
● During SPBS development used for:
– Defining spectral power distribution (=spatial scale)
– Defining vertical correlations

For more details see, e.g. Shutts and Palmer (2004, 2007)
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Coarse graining example
● Power spectrum of stream function forcing

(Palmer et. al 2009)
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Outlook and other directions
● Further work on the presented schemes, e.g.:
– SPPT:
● Investigate the possibility of perturbing the output from the
parametrization schemes individually instead of their sum
– SPBS:
● add explicit temperature forcing (APE-backscatter)
● Scale dependent decorrelation time
● Add advection to spectral pattern
● New directions:
– perturbing surface- and radiation fluxes to increase ensemble spread in 2m
temperature
– represent convective cell organization by coupling a Cellular Automaton to
parametrized convection
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Cellular Automaton (CA)
● CA consists of a number of gridded cells, whose discrete states are determined
by rules based on the temporal history of each cell and its immediate neighbors
– Produces spatially coherent patterns with temporal correlations
● First used in the IFS as pattern generator in an earlier backscatter
implementation (Shutts,2005)
● Implemented on latitude/longitude grid with deterministic rules:
● new cell born: 2 or 3 fertile neighbors
● cell survives: 3, 4 or 5 fertile neighbors
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Cellular Automaton (CA)
● probabilistic CA (e.g. used in forest fire simulations)
● probabilities for cell birth and survival instead of discrete number of
neighbors
● allows for CA on non-regular grids
● allows easy coupling with model fields by adjusting probabilities
● deterministic CA is a special case
probabilistic
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deterministic

probabilistic

deterministic

Deterministic vs. probabilistic
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New implementation in the IFS
● Probabilistic CA on the model’s reduced Gaussian grid
– Option for finer grid (divide each model grid box into NxN cells)
– Options for Global pattern (e.g. for use in backscatter) or pattern coupled to
convection
● Two way interaction of model and CA
– Model -> CA
● advect pattern with model wind
● number of lives as function of CAPE
● new cells initialized at grid points with deep convection

– CA -> model
● modification of T and/or q input profiles to convection scheme
● modification of adjustment time/entrainment rate
● modulation of convective tendencies
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Application
● Homogeneous global pattern generator
– was used in similar form for KE
backscatter (Shutts, 2005)

● Pattern coupled to convection
parametrization
– E.g. Number of lives as function of
CAPE; new cells randomly seeded at
grid points with deep convection
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Results for CA in convective mode
● 18 long range forecasts (T159L62)
starting 1.11.1990-2007
● number of lives as function of CAPE
● modulating convection scheme output
by CA
● small positive impact on precipitation
ctrl
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CA-ctrl

Summary/Discussion
● Status quo:
– Noticeable positive impact on spread and probabilistic scores
– Advantage over multi-physics / multi-model: only one set of physics / one
model needs to be maintained and tuned
– Stochastic physics are not only increasing spread but can also improve
systematic errors
● Desirable further developments:
– include model error representation in ocean models of coupled models
– move from the “bolt-on” stochastic representation to inherently stochastic
parametrization schemes
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Further details:

 Available from:
http://www.ecmwf.int/publications/library/
ecpublications/_pdf/tm/501-600/tm598.pdf
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